
Index accelerators, charged particles 256
action at a distance 74
addition, vector 15–16
air gaps in magnetic circuits 218
Ampère, André Marie 178, 183
ampere, unit of current 137–8, 186
Ampère’s circuital law 8, 198–201
integral form 198
and Maxwell’s equation 304–8
point form 199

Ampère’s force law 183–8, 227
antennas
about antennas 547–9, 582
arrays 567–74; linear 571–4
complex power density 561
dipole: half-wave 564–7; magnetic
559–63; short 563–4

directivity and directive gain 558
effective area/aperture 577, 578
efficiency 574–6
electric/Hertzian dipole 552–9
Friis equation/transmission formula
578–9

near-zone fields 554–5
normalized power 556
power: density 554, 556–7; gain 575;
pattern 556

radiation: fields 555–7; resistance 557
receiving 576–9
receiving power intercepted 578
transmitting 547–9
types of 547–8
wave equations in terms of potential
functions 549–52

arrays 567–71
broadside 573
end-fire 574
linear 571–4
normalized array pattern 569

principle of pattern multiplication
569

associative law of addition 16
assumptions 11
attenuation constant 366
with skin effect 488–9

autotransformers 331–4

back/counter emf 290
backward-traveling waves 358
Bessel’s equation 487
Bessel’s functions 487
betatron 334–6
Biot–Savart law 11, 178–83, 194, 197,

226
bounce/lattice diagrams 476–8, 480–5
bound surface
charge density 96–7
current density 205

bound volume
charge density 96–7
current density 205

boundary conditions 104–8
current density 157–9
Dirichlet 593–4
finite-difference method (FDM),
computer-aided analysis 593–4

for magnetic fields 211–15
and Maxwell’s equations 311–14, 325
mixed 593–4
Neumann 593
normal components of the electric flux
density 104–6

in phasor form 321–2
tangential components of the electric
flux density 106–7

boundless dielectric medium 359–62
Brewster’s law directing polarization

408–9

671
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672 Index

Brewster’s (polarization) angle 408–9
broadside arrays 573

capacitors/capacitance 108–12, 122–3,
167

coaxial cable 114–16, 122, 430
definition 108–9
and Laplace’s equation 112–16, 123
parallel conducting plates 109, 113–14,
122

parallel-plate transmission lines 428–9
and Poisson’s equation 112–16
spherical capacitor 110–12, 122

Cartesian coordinate system see
rectangular/Cartesian coordinate
systems

cathode-ray oscilloscope 243–6
cavity resonators 504, 532, 541
power loss 537–9
quality factor 536–9
transverse electric (TE) mode 534–6
transverse magnetic (TM) mode 532–4

characteristic impedance, transmission
lines

determination of 444–5
lossy transmission lines 465–7
parallel-plate lines 433, 434–5

charge
density: bound surface 96–7; bound
volume 96–7; line 76; surface 76;
volume 76

induced 93
point charges 72
see also current, steady/direct

charged particles, deflection of 241–3, 267
Child–Langmuir relation 156
circuits, magnetic 216–26
circularly polarized waves 378–9
coaxial cables 422
capacitance 114–16, 122
resistance/inductance/capacitance/
conductance 430

coefficient of coupling 295–6
commutative law of addition 16
complex permittivity of a medium 364,

411, 505
computer programs
finite-difference method (FDM)
program 643–5

finite-element method (FEM) programs
645–59

method of moments (MOM) program
660–2

computer-aided analysis
about computer-aided analysis 590
finite-difference method (FDM) 591–8
finite-element method (FEM) 598–611
method of moments (MOM) 611–14

conducting medium, plane wave
propagation in 363–70

conduction current 138–9
density 141–2

conductor–conductor interface 380–5
conductors/conductivity
definition 142
in electric fields 92–4, 166
plane wave propagation in 363–73
resistivity/resistance 142–3, 144–5
semiconductors 100
surface resistance 371–2

conservation of energy, law of 316
constant of proportionality, and

Coulomb’s law 71, 120
constitutive equations 311
continuity equation 3, 8, 145–50, 166
differential form 146
integral form 146

convection current 139–41
density 140–1

coordinate systems 20
cylindrical 23–7, 35, 36
rectangular/Cartesian 20–3
spherical 28–32
transformation of vectors 25–7, 30–2

Coulomb, Charles Augustin de 71
Coulomb’s gauge 60
Coulomb’s law 6, 70–4, 120
and the constant of proportionality 71
and the principle of superposition 72–3

counter/back emf 290
coupled coils
inductance: parallel connection 300–1,
337; series connection 298–300, 337

in a magnetic field 303–4
cross product of two vectors 18–20, 25, 62
curl of a vector field 49–55, 62, 195
in cylindrical and spherical coordinate
systems 52

irrotational/conservative vector field 52
rotational vector field 52
Stokes’ theorem 53–5

current
density: boundary conditions 157–9;
conduction 141–2; convection
140–1; volume 159–62

electric/Hertzian dipole 552
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673 Index

induced 278
steady/direct 137–43; about currents
137–8, 166; ampere 137–8; analogy
between D and J 159–62; conduction
current 138–9; 141–2; convection
current 139–41; in diodes 154–7;
drift velocity 139, 143; electron
mobility 141; free electrons 138;
Joule’s law 152–4; relaxation time
150–2; and resistivity 142–3; see
also continuity equation

cutoff frequency, waveguides
transverse electric (TE) wave
operation, below and above 521–4

transverse magnetic (TM) wave
operation, below and above 511–15

cyclotron 256–8, 268
frequency 255, 268

cylindrical coordinate systems 23–7
differential volume elements 35, 36
transformation of vectors 25–7

definite integrals, list of 667–8
deflection of a charged particle 241–3,

267
derivatives of functions 33
diamagnetic materials 202
dielectric(s) (insulators)
breakdown 98
constant 97–8
dielectric constants and dialectric
strengths of some materials 98

dielectric strength (definition) 98
in electric fields 94–9
ideal 95
isotropic and homogeneous materials
97

permittivity and relative permittivity
97–8

plane wave propagation in 353–62
polarization effects 97
resistivity 143
strength 98

dielectric medium
boundless 359–62
plane waves in 353–62, 374–5, 385–92

dielectric–conductor interface 390–2
dielectric–dielectric interface 385–6,

396–9, 408–9
dielectric–perfect conductor interface

387–90, 399–406, 409
differential elements of length, surface

and volume 34–6

differential forms of equations 5–6
diode, steady current 154–7
dipole antenna
half-wave 564–7
magnetic 559–63
short 563–4

dipole moment 91
vector 90

direct-current motor 265–7
directional derivatives, scalar functions 43
directive gain and directivity, antennas

558
Dirichlet boundary condition 593–4
discontinuity points on lossless

transmission lines 451–3
dispersive medium 371
divergence
theorem 5, 46–9, 63
of vector field 44–9, 62

Doppler effect, with radar 581
dot product of vectors 17–18, 21–2, 25, 62
drift velocity, free electrons 139, 143

electric dipole 89–92
dipole moment 91

electric fields
conductors in 92–4
Coulomb’s law 70–4
electric dipole 89–92
intensity 74–80; due to charge
distributions 76–7

electric potential 85–9
energy stored 100–4
equipotential surfaces 88
field equations 6
Gauss’s law 3, 6, 82–5, 121
induced 277
line charge density 76
method of images 116–20
permittivity of free space 82
point charges 72, 101
polarization vector 95–6
semiconductors in 100
surface charge density 76
volume charge density 76
see also boundary conditions;
dielectric(s) (insulators);
time-varying electromagnetic fields

electric flux/electric flux density 81–5,
105–6, 120–1

definitions 82
electric potential 85–9
potential difference 87
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674 Index

electric susceptibility 97
electric/Hertzian dipole 552–9
electromagnetic flowmeter 264
electromagnetic pump 264–5
electromagnetic quantities, derived

units 2
electromagnets 183
electromotive force (emf) 162–5, 167
definition 279
induced 278–9
motional 276–82, 336
transformers 285
see also motional electromotive force
(emf)

electron mobility 141
electrostatic generator 250–2
electrostatic voltmeter 252–3, 267–8
electrostatics 70
bound surface charge density 96–7
bound volume charge density 96–7
Coulomb’s law 70–4
electric dipole 89–92
electric field energy storage 100–4
electric flux and electric flux density
81–5

electrostatic potential energy for a
group of point charges 102

energy density 103–4
equations for 112–16
induced charges 93
method of images 116–20
potential energy of two point charges
101

see also boundary conditions;
capacitors/capacitance; electric fields

elliptically polarized waves 377–8
emf see electromotive force (emf)
end-fire arrays 574
energy density
electrostatic 103–4
magnetic 215–16, 228

energy storage
in electric fields 100–4
magnetic field: in coupled coils 303–4;
in a single coil 301–3

equation of continuity 3, 8, 145–50, 166
differential form 146
integral form 146

equipotential surfaces 88

Fabry–Perot resonator 389–90
Faraday, Michael 8
Faraday’s disc 281

Faraday’s law of induction 8, 282–90
definition 282
and Maxwell’s equation 287–8

ferromagnetism 206–9
ferromagnetic materials 202
hysteresis 207–8
magnetic domains 206–7
magnetization characteristics of
materials 207

fields
class I (Laplace’s equation) 59
class II (Poisson’s equation) 59
class III (Poisson’s vector equation and
Coulomb’s gauge) 59–60

class IV (hydrodynamic fields) 60
concept 3–4
electrostatic field equations 6
further study 12–13
magnetostatic field equations 7
static fields 33; time-varying fields 7–9,
33; applications 9–11

see also electric fields; scalars;
vector(s)

finite-difference method (FDM),
computer-aided analysis 591–8

boundary conditions 593–4
computer program for 643–5
iterative solution 595–8
successive over-relaxation (SOR)
method 596–8

finite-element method (FEM),
computer-aided analysis 598–611

computer programs for 645–59
forward-travelling waves 356–8
free electrons
and conduction current 138
drift velocity 139, 143

free space, plane wave propagation in
362–3

Friis equation/transmission formula
578–9

Gauss’s law
electric flux 82–5, 121
integral form 83–4
for magnetic fields 191–4, 227;
integral form 192; point/differential
form 193

and Maxwell’s equations 3, 8, 308–9
point/differential form 84

general wave equations 351–3
gradient of a scalar function 41–4, 62
gradient operators 43
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675 Index

Green’s theorem 57, 63
Green’s first identity 57, 63
Green’s second identity 57, 63

guided waves 421

half-wavelength lines, input impedance
446–7

Hall, Edwin Herbert 261
Hall-effect voltage 261–3, 268
Helmholtz equations 353–4
inhomogeneous 550

Hertz, Heinrich Rudolf 310
Hertzian/electric dipole 552–9
hole conduction 262
homopolar generator 281
Horn antenna 547–8
hysteresis of magnetic materials

207–8
hysteresis loops 208

impedance
of free space 363
intrinsic 9, 382
see also input impedance

incident waves 380–92
indefinite integrals, list of 665–7
index of refraction 358
induced charges 93
induced current 278
induced electric field 277
induced electromotive force (emf) 278–9,

284–6
induced voltage 290
inductance/inductors
coupled coils 298–301
mutual inductance 294–8
parallel-plate transmission lines 429
self-inductance 290–4, 337

inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations
550

ink-jet printer 246–7
input impedance, transmission lines
about input impedance 443–5
admittance determined with Smith
chart 634–6

half-wavelength lines 446–7
lossless lines 436, 443–50, 491–2
matching with shunt stub lines and
Smith chart 636–40

quarter-length lines 445–6
insulators see dielectric(s)
integrals 36–7
forms 5–6

line 37–9
list of definite 667–8
list of indefinite 665–7
paths of integration 38
surface 39–41
volume 41

interfaces
conductor–conductor 380–5
dielectric–conductor 390–2
dielectric–dielectric 385–6, 396–9,
408–9

dielectric–perfect conductor 387–90,
399–406, 409

internal impedance (surface impedance)
with skin effect 488–90

International System of Units see SI
intrinsic (wave) impedance 9, 359–60
boundless dielectric medium 359
in conducting medium 382
in free space 363

isotope separators 261
iterative solutions, finite-difference

equations 595–8

Joule’s law 152–4
point/differential form 152
and power dissipation 153

Kirchhoff’s current law 147, 164, 167–8
Kirchhoff’s voltage law 164, 167–8

Lagrange’s identity 19
Laplacian operator/Laplace’s equation

55–6, 59, 63, 123
and Poisson’s equation 112–16

lattice/bounce diagrams 476–8, 480–5
law of conservation of energy 316
length, SI units 1
Lenz, Heinrich Friedrich Emil 283
Lenz’s law 8, 282–4
light, speed of 4
line charge density 76
line integrals 37–9
linear arrays 571–4
linear/ohmic media 142
linearly polarized waves 376–7
Lorentz condition 550
Lorentz force equation 9, 259, 278
loss tangent (angle) 364–5
lossless transmission lines 432, 435–40
input impedance 436
matched lines 437, 457
reflection coefficient 436–8
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676 Index

magnetic circuits 216–26
air gaps 218
nonlinear characteristics 220–1
reluctance 219
toroids 217

magnetic deflection of a charged particle
254–6

magnetic dipole 182, 559–63
moment 182, 190
magnetic domains 206–7
magnetic fields 177
boundary conditions: for normal
components 211–12, 214–15; for
tangential components 212–15

energy in 215–16
magnetic field intensity and Ampère’s
circuital law 197–201, 226–7

magnetic flux and Gauss’s law for
191–4, 227

magnetic flux density 177, 178–83,
183–4, 194–6

magnetic force 177
magnetic induction 8
magnetic materials 177, 201–9
diamagnetic materials 202
paramagnetic materials 202
see also ferromagnetism

magnetic moments 202–4
magnetic scalar potential 209–11
magnetic separator 253
magnetic susceptibility 206
magnetic torque 188–91
magnetic vector potential 194–7, 553
magnetism 177
magnetization characteristics of materials

207
magnetization current, transformers 326
magneto motive force (mmf) 210
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator

263–4
magnetostatics 177–8
Ampère’s circuital law 198–201
Ampère’s force law 183–8, 227
Biot–Savart law 178–83
boundary conditions 211–15
field equations 7
Gauss’s law for fields 191–4
magnetic circuits 216–26
magnetic field energy 215–16
magnetic field intensity 197–201
magnetic flux/flux density 177, 178–83,
183–4, 191–4, 194–6

magnetic materials 201–9

magnetic scalar potential 209–11
magnetic torque 188–91
magnetic vector potential 194–7

magnets 8
mass, SI units 1
mass spectrometer 259–61, 268
matched lines 437, 457
mathematical tables
definite integrals 667–8
indefinite integrals 665–7
series 663
trigonometric identities 663–4

Maxwell, James Clerk 8
Maxwell’s equations 8, 9, 10–11, 309–11,

338
antennas and equations in terms of
potential functions 549–52

boundary conditions 311–14, 325
constitutive equations 311
Faraday’s law 286–90
from Ampère’s law 304–8
from Gauss’s laws 308–9
parallel-plate transmission lines
429–30

phasor analysis/form 321
and plane wave propagation 352
skin effect from 486–9
with waveguides 506–8

method of images 116–20
method of moments (MOM)
computer program for 660–2
computer-aided analysis 611–14

microstrip antenna 547–8
microstrip transmission lines 422
mineral sorting 247–9, 267
motional electric field 277
motional electromotive force (emf)

276–82
general expression 279–80, 336
induced emf equation 284–6
transformer emf 285
transformer equation 285

multiplication, vector 16
mutual inductance 294–8
coefficient of coupling 295–6

near-zone fields 554–5
Neumann boundary condition 593
Neumann’s formulas 297
normalized array pattern 569
normalized power, antennas 556
null/zero vector 15, 60
numerical solutions 11–12
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677 Index

oblique incidence on a plane boundary
about oblique incidence 392–3
dielectric–dielectric interface 396–9,
408–9

dielectric–perfect conductor interface
399–406, 409–10

parallel polarization 406–10
perpendicular polarization 393–406

Oersted, Hans Christian 177
ohmic/linear media 142
Ohm’s law 142
for magnetic circuits 219, 228

parallel polarization 406–10
parallel-plate transmission lines 423–40
capacitance 428–9
characteristic impedance 433, 434–5
equivalent circuit 429–35
inductance 429
lossless of finite length 435–40
matched lines 437, 457
resistance/inductance/capacitance/
conductance 430

surface charges and currents 424–7
transit time 432
velocity of propagation 432
wave equation 432

parallel-plate waveguides 502
paramagnetic materials 202
permeability and relative permeability

206
permittivity
of free space 82
and relative permittivity 97–8

perpendicular polarization 393–406
phase constant 366
in free space 362

phase speed 357, 367
phase velocity 357–8
phasor analysis/forms 319–23
boundary conditions in 321–2
Maxwell’s equations in 321
phasor representation of a
time-harmonic field 320–1

Poynting theorem in 322–4
Planck’s constant 203
plane boundary see oblique incidence on

a plane boundary
plane of incidence 393
plane wave propagation see uniform plane

waves; wave propagation, plane
waves

point charges 72

Poisson’s equation 59, 60
and finite-difference method 591–3
and Laplace’s equation 112–16

polarization
(Brewster’s) angle 408–9
of dielectric material 97
vector 95–6
wave: about polarization 376; circular
378–9; elliptical 377–8; linear
376–7; parallel 406–10;
perpendicular 393–406

potential difference 87
potential energy
of a group of point charges 102
of two point charges 101

power
density 315, 363, 368–70; average
power from 402–6; at
conductor-conductor interfaces
382–5; at dielectric–dielectric
interfaces 385–6

dissipation, and Joule’s law 153–4,
167

and electromotive force (emf) 163–5,
167

losses: cavity resonators 537–9;
imperfect transmission lines
463–8; rectangular waveguides
526–32

pattern, antennas 556
Poynting, John H. 315–16
Poynting vector 316, 319, 338
average power flow using 402

Poynting’s theorem 314–19
integral form 316–17
in phasor form 322–4
point (differential) form 315, 322

principal wave/mode see transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) waves

principle of pattern multiplication 569
propagation constant 365

quality factor, cavity resonators 536–9
quantum mechanics 202–3
quarter-length lines, input impedance

445–6

radar systems 579–80
Doppler effect 581
equation for a bistatic radar 581
equation for a monostatic radar 581
maximum range 580
scattering cross section 580
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678 Index

radiation
of electromagnetic waves 547–9
fields 555–7
pressure 389
resistance: electric/Hertzian dipole 557;
half-wave dipole 566; magnetic
dipole 561–2

system see antennas
radio waves 362
receiving antenna see antennas
rectangular waveguides see waveguides
rectangular/Cartesian coordinate systems

20–3
differential volume elements 34–5,
36

transformation of vectors 25–7
reflected waves/reflection coefficient
lossless transmission lines 436–8; at
discontinuity points 451–3

plane waves 380, 381, 385–6, 395–6,
399, 406–7, 409

Snell’s law of reflection 395–6, 407
refracted waves 358, 395–6
Snell’s law of refraction 395–6

relative permeability 206
relaxation time 150–2
reluctance 219
resistance, of a conductor 144–5
resistivity 142
of metals, semiconductors and
insulators 143

retarded magnetic vector potential 552
retarded scalar potential 552
right-handed screw rule 18

scalars
directional derivatives 43
fields 3, 32
functions, gradient of 41–4
line integral 37
multiplication by a vector 16
projection 17
quantities 14
triple product of three vectors 20, 62

self inductance 290–4, 337
semiconductors
in electric fields 100
resistivity 143

shunt stub lines, Smith chart and input
impedance matching 636–40

SI (International System of Units) 1
and the constant of proportionality 71
derived units 2

field quantities 3
unit conversion factors 2

single coils, in a magnetic field 301–3
skin effect 485–90, 492
attenuation constant 488–9
internal impedance (surface
impedance) 488–90

from Maxwell’s equations 486–9
skin depth 367, 489–90
skin resistance (surface resistivity)
371–2

slot antenna 547–8
Smith chart 620
application examples 623–31
description and usage 620–3
input admittance: of a transmission line
from impedance 634–6; matching
with shunt stub lines 636–40

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR),
determination with 631–4

Snell’s law of reflection 395–6, 407
Snell’s law of refraction 395–6
spherical coordinate systems 28–32
differential volume elements 35–6,
36

transformation of vectors 30–2
spherical waves 547–8
standing waves
with dielectric–perfect conductor
interface 388

in transmission lines: about standing
waves 453–5; matched termination
457; open-circuit termination 456–7;
resistive (characteristic impedance)
termination 457; short-circuit
termination 455–6; voltage
standing-wave ratio (VSWR) 457–9

static fields 6–7, 33
applications of: cathode-ray
oscilloscope 243–6; cyclotron
256–8, 268; deflection of a charged
particle 241–3, 267; direct-current
motor 265–7; electromagnetic
flowmeter 264; electromagnetic
pump 264–5; electrostatic generator
250–2; electrostatic voltmeter 252–3,
267–8; Hall-effect voltage 261–3,
268; ink-jet printer 246–7; isotope
separators 261; magnetic deflection
254–6; magnetic separator 253;
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
generator 263–4; mass spectrometer
259–61, 268; mineral sorting 247–9,
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679 Index

267; synchroton 258; velocity
selector/filter 258–61

see also electrostatics; magnetostatics
steady electric currents see current,

steady/direct
Stokes’ theorem 53–5, 63, 196, 198, 296
stub lines, shunt 460–2
Smith chart and input impedance
matching 636–40

successive over-relaxation (SOR) method,
computer-aided analysis 596–8

surface charge density 76
surface impedance, from skin effect

488–90
surface integrals 39–41
surface resistivity (skin resistance) 371–2
synchroton 258

Taylor series expansion, with curl 50–1
telegraphist’s equations 431
TEM see transverse electromagnetic

(TEM) waves
temperature, SI units 1
teslas 178
time domain equations for transmission

lines 469
time, SI units 1
time-harmonic fields 319–24
time-varying electromagnetic fields 7–9,

33
applications of 324–5;
autotransformers 331–4; betatron
334–6; transformers 325–31, 338

energy in a magnetic field 301–4
Faraday’s law of induction 282–6
inductance of coupled coils 298–301
Maxwell’s equation from Ampère’s law
304–8

Maxwell’s equation (Faraday’s law)
286–90

Maxwell’s equations and boundary
conditioned 309–14

Maxwell’s equations from Gauss’s laws
308–9

motional electromotive force (emf)
276–82, 336

mutual inductance 294–8
Poynting’s theorem 314–19
self inductance 290–4, 337
time-harmonic fields 319–24

toroids 217
transformers 325–6, 338
a-ratio/ratio of transformation 327

air-cored 326
autotransformers 331–4
efficiency 329, 331
equivalent circuit 328–30
ideal 326–8
iron-cored 326
magnetization current 326
power considerations 327–8
real 328–31
transformer electromotive force (emf)
285

transformer equation 285
transient waveforms, in transmission lines

468–85
about transmission line transients
468–9

equations, time domain 469
impulse response 470–3
lattice/bounce diagrams 476–8, 480–5
step response 473–6

transit time, lossless transmission line
432

transmission coefficients 382, 451–2
transmission lines 10, 421–31
characteristic impedance 465–7, 492
discontinuity points 451–3
equations, time domain 469
input impedance 443–50, 491–2
lossless 424, 491
parallel-plate 423–40
power loss with imperfect materials
462–8

skin effect and resistance 485–90,
492

standing waves 453–60
stub lines 460–2
transient response/waveforms 468–85,
492

transmission line/telegraphist’s
equations 431

types of 422
uniform transmission line 422
voltage and current: imperfect lines
466–8; sending and receiving 440–3

see also transient waveforms, in
transmission lines; transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) waves

transmitted waves 380
transmitting antenna see antennas
transverse electric (TE) waves 325, 421
cavity resonators 524–6
power flow 523–4
rectangular waveguides 10, 518–26
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680 Index

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves
10, 324–5, 421

in a dielectric medium 353–4
see also transmission lines; wave
propagation, plane waves

transverse magnetic (TM) waves 325, 421
cavity resonators 532–4, 534–6
power flow 514–18
rectangular waveguides 10, 508–18

trigonometric identities, list of 663–4

uniform medium, and plane wave
propagation 352

uniform plane waves 380
conductor–conductor interface 380–5
dielectric–conductor interface 390–2
dielectric–dielectric interface 385–6,
396–9, 408–9

dielectric–perfect conductor interfaces
387–90, 399–406, 409

incident waves 380–92
reflected waves 380
transmitted waves 380

uniform transmission line 422
uniqueness theorem 57–8
unit conversion factors 2
unit vector 15
transformation of 25, 30

Van de Graaff generator 250–2
Van de Graaff, Robert J. 250
vector(s) 3, 4–5, 14
analysis 4–5
dependent vectors 16
divergence theorem 5, 46–9, 63
gradient of a scalar function 41–4, 62
Green’s theorem 57, 63
identities 60–1, 205
irrotational/conservative vector field 52
Laplacian operator/Laplace’s equation
55–6, 63

null/zero vector 15, 60
orthogonal vectors 22
quantities 14–15
uniqueness theorem 57–8
unit vectors 15, 25, 30

vector fields 32; classification 58–60; curl
of 49–55, 62; divergence 44–9, 62;
identities 60–1; rotational 52

vector operations: addition 15–16;
associative law of addition 16;
calculus 33–4; commutative law of
addition 16; cross products 18–20,

25, 62; dot product of two vectors
17–18; multiplication by a scalar 16;
product of two vectors 17–20;
products 61; projection 17;
subtraction 16; sums 61;
transformation of vectors 25–7,
30–2; triple product of three vectors
20l; see also scalars

zero/null 15, 60
see also coordinate systems

velocity of propagation, parallel-plate
transmission lines 432

velocity selector/filter 258–61
voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR)

457–9, 491–2
determination with Smith chart 631–4

volume charge density 76
volume current density 140, 160, 162
see also current density

volume integrals 41

wave(s)
equations in terms of potential
functions 549–52

guided 421
and Maxwell’s equations 9, 352, 549
plane waves 9
radio 362
reflected 380, 381, 436–8, 451–3
refracted 358, 395–6
spherical 9
transmitted 380, 547
see also wave propagation, plane
waves; waveguides

wave propagation, plane waves: about
plane waves 351, 410–12;
backward-traveling waves 358; in a
conducting medium 363–70; in a
dielectric medium 353–62;
forward-traveling waves 356–8; in
free space 362–3; general wave
equations 351–3; in a good
conductor 370–3; in a good dielectric
374–5; incident waves 380–92; and
Maxwell’s equations 9, 352, 549;
oblique incidence on a plane
boundary 392–410; polarization of a
wave 376–80; uniform medium 352;
see also uniform plane waves

wave speed in free space 362
waveguides
circular 503
parallel plate 502
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681 Index

rectangular: about waveguides 10,
502–5, 540–1; equations in Cartesian
coordinates 505–8; power flow
523–4; power losses, imperfect
dielectric medium, perfectly
conducting walls 529–31; power
losses, perfect dielectric medium,
finitely conducting walls 526–9;

transverse electric (TE) mode 10,
518–26; transverse magnetic (TM)
mode 10, 508–18; see also cavity
resonators

wavelength 356–7
in free space 363

zero/null vector 15, 60
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